SPOTTED SADDLE HORSE BREEDERS & EXHIBITORS ASSOCIATION
TWENTIETH ANNUAL
SPORT HORSE ROUND-UP
APRIL 8 & 9, 2016 — Pleasant Valley Farm,
2395 Hwy 64 E, Shelbyville, TN
NOTICE: THERE WILL BE AN EXHIBITORS MEETING ON BOTH FRIDAY AFTERNOON
AND SATURDAY MORNING BEFORE THE EVENT STARTS.

FRIDAY—APRIL 8, 2015-5:00P.M

Jumping
1) SADDLE GAIT CLASS – 12 & over
2) TWO YEAR OLDS
3) NON PRO
4) YOUTH-Riders 12-17-HELMETS REQUIRED
5) THREE & FOUR YEAR OLDS
6) OPEN
7) OTHER BREEDS

Pole Bending
8) YOUTH-Riders 11 & under-Saddle around Poles
   HELMETS REQUIRED
9) YOUTH-Riders 6 & under-Saddle around Poles
   HELMETS REQ.-Led by 12 yr. old or older-
   Feet in stirrups / buddy stirrups acceptable
10) SADDLE GAIT CLASS - 12 & over
11) YOUTH 12-17
12) TWO YEARS OLD
13) THREE & FOUR YEAR OLDS
14) RIDERS 45 & over
15) NON PRO
16) OPEN-Any Rider
17) OTHER BREEDS

Barrel Racing
18) YOUTH-Riders 11 & under-Saddle around Barrels
    HELMETS REQUIRED
19) YOUTH-Riders 6 & under-Saddle around Barrels
    HELMETS Req.-Led by 12 yr. old or older-
    Feet in stirrups / buddy stirrups acceptable
20) SADDLE GAIT CLASS -12 & over
21) YOUTH 12-17
22) TWO YEAR OLDS
23) THREE & FOUR YEAR OLDS
24) RIDERS 45 & over
25) NON PRO
26) OPEN-Any Rider
27) OTHER BREEDS

SATURDAY—APRIL 9, 2016-9:00A.M.

Trail Obstacle
28) COLTS in hand-Handlers 12 years & over
29) YOUTH-Riders 6 & under-HELMETS REQUIRED-
   Led by 12 yr. old or older-Feet in stirrups /
   Buddy stirrups acceptable
30) SADDLE GAIT CLASS – 12 & over
31) YOUTH-Riders 11 & under-HELMETS REQUIRED
32) YOUTH-Riders 12-17
33) TWO YEAR OLDS
34) THREE & FOUR YEAR OLDS
35) NON PRO
36) OPEN-Any Rider (cont. next column)
37) OTHER BREEDS
38) ADULT HORSE in hand (2 & over/Handlers-12&over)

Reining
39) SADDLE GAIT CLASS-12 & over
40) YOUTH-Riders 11 & under(Saddle Gait)-see rules-
    HELMETS REQUIRED -
41) YOUTH-Riders 12-17
42) TWO YEAR OLDS-2 hands on reins-
    saddle gait-see rules
43) THREE & FOUR YEAR OLDS
44) NON PRO
45) OPEN-Any Rider
46) OTHER BREEDS

BREAK (If time permits)

SATURDAY—APRIL 9, 2016-2:00P.M.

Shotgunning-1 calf-1 rider

PRE ENTRIES REQUIRED
47) YOUTH-Riders 12-17
48) TWO YEAR OLDS
49) LADIES-Riders 18 & over
50) THREE & FOUR YEAR OLDS
51) NON PRO
52) SHOTGUNNING for SADDLE GAIT
    CLASS Competitors only (no trash rule
    & no penalty for break of gait)
53) YOUTH-Riders 6-11-HELMETS REQUIRED
54) OPEN-Any Rider
55) OTHER BREEDS

Team Penning
If time permits & we have enough cattle

NOTICE!!! For the cattle classes at the SSHBEA Sport Horse
Round Up April 9- please read: PLEASE PRE-ENTER in
Shotgunning classes (classes 47 - 55) by April 4 (with payment).
Entries may be turned in at the the Fun Day at CCWHA-March 26
or before if possible to Janice Higgins or SSHBEA Office at any
time. Pre-entries are necessary to determine if we can afford to
have cattle classes at all. Cattle pre-entries will be $25 each &
entries at the event will be $30 each. Sorry for the increase, but
necessary with the price of cattle. Pre-entries are requested in all
classes (without payment) for the benefit of the computer operator.
Forms will be available at events & SSHBEA office. We will do
some team penning if time permits & cattle are still ok.

(OVER)

Spotted Saddle Horse Breeders’ and Exhibitors’ Association
All SSHBEA SPORT HORSE Rules apply in all events (This includes full western dress & proper grooming of horse. Rules 39.1-
#1-For all competition, all contestants must use clean Western tack in good working condition. Horn on Western Saddle is
optional. #2-Grooming, neatness and cleanliness of horse will be necessary). Classes are for Spotted Saddle Horses only. Horses
must exhibit saddle gait. All horses must be SSHBEA registered and registration # is required for entries. In all classes (excluding
fun classes) a 5 second penalty in timed divisions and disqualification in untimed divisions will be assessed if the hat or helmet is
not on the contestant’s person the entire time the contestant is in the arena. (Hats held on the body by stampede strings are
allowed.) For anything not covered by Sport Horse Rules refer to SSHBEA Official Rules. Rulebooks may be obtained from SSHBEA Office or on the SSHBEA website – SSHBEA.org.

ATTENTION:
No practicing or training in Deck area for safety purposes

ALL 11 & UNDER ARE REQUIRED TO WEAR HELMETS
Helmets are encouraged for all ages and events

ALL 6 & UNDER ARE REQUIRED TO HAVE FEET IN STIRRUPS
Buddy stirrups are acceptable

SSHBEA REGISTRATION NUMBERS ARE REQUIRED FOR ENTRIES
Classes may be split if entries warrant.

SADDLE GAIT CLASSES
1 horse/1 rider – may not compete in other classes

NON PRO
1 horse / 1 rider – may not compete in other classes

ENTRY FEES:
Classes 47 – 55 - $30/person (PRE ENTRIES - $25/person)
Classes 9, 19 & 29 – No fee/All 11 & under classes-$10/All other Divisions-$15/class

PRIZE MONEY:
50% of entry fees / (excluding classes 9, 19 &29– All blue ribbons + $1)

NEGATIVE COGGINS REQUIRED IN ALL EVENTS

For further information contact:
SSHBEA Office-931-684-7496 - jprince@sshbea.org
SPORT HORSE COORDINATOR-
Belinda Alexander – 931-857-9145 – sledgehammer.hilda@gmail.com
Terry Givens – 615-904-4746
Mike or Lori Fann – 615-653-5413 - fann1and2@msn.com
Jana Rogers – 931-433-2677 – sonora18@juno.com
Angela Graham – 615-330-8007 - graham_sparkplug04@yahoo.com
Jerry & Janice Higgins – 615-765-5620 – jhigginsspots@gmail.com
Trea & Jason Barrett - 615-563-6018 - tcwchiro@earthlink.net
Jill Edmonds – 615-653-8035 – edmondsphoto@att.net

Spotted Saddle Horse Breeders’ and Exhibitors’ Association